Teaching Analysis in the Principles of Chemical Engineering for Environmental Engineering
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Abstract—According to the cultivation aims and characteristics of environmental engineering in major of environmental engineering, this article discusses the teaching reform from some new perspectives, such as the teaching contents and methods, arousing the students’ interest and thinking, promoting teaching by scientific research, and cultivation of engineering quality. It will improve the teaching of principles of chemical engineering for environmental engineering major.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Principles of chemical engineering are an important basic course in major of Environmental Engineering. In order to research the basic theory of chemical unit operation structure of typical equipment and calculation of process dimension, the unit operation is taken as the content of this course. And the mainline of this course is to deliver the process principles and research methods. Principles of chemical engineering cover a large area. It is also informative with strong application and link the theory with practice. Principles of chemical engineering are a course which has a strong practicality and engineering quality. It serves as the link between the basic course and specialized course for the students who are major in environmental engineering. It also acts as the introductory course for the transition of nature science to engineering science. This article gives the suggestions according to the actual situations of environmental engineering in our school and the past experience of teaching reform in this course.

II. ADJUST THE TEACHING CONTENT ACCORDING TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Unit operations in environmental engineering is different from the others, so in the premise of the short term, the course must revolve the training objective tightly and adjust the teaching content to focus on one point so that a systematic and integration content can be founded which fits this major. The primary task for training talent person in environmental engineering is to teach Water pollution control and air pollution control. The core of this task is to separate and remove the pollutants from waste water and exhaust air. What we should do is to deal with the system consists of the mixture of gas-gas gas-solid gas-gas liquid-solid and liquid-liquid. According to the position and training objectives in environmental engineering as well as the characteristic of environmental engineering technology industry, we teach some courses such as adsorption which is closely related to environmental engineering besides teaching fluid flow, heat transfer, absorption and distillation. We also considered that Principles of Chemical Engineering in environmental engineering should pay more attention on application, so some part of certain chapter is reduced and mathematical derivation of some formulas is simplified, thus, we can focus on the conclusion applications and conditions of use. After those integrations, Principles of Chemical Engineering in environmental engineering can become more adapt to teaching content for 48 teaching hours.

III. COMBINED WITH PRACTICAL PROBLEMS AND AROUSE STUDENTS’ INTERESTS

Unit operations and principles in this course often make the students feel abstract and difficult to grasp. Therefore, during the teaching process, we should start from the common phenomenon which is closely related to actual production, and then raise some questions which are enlightening and value for thinking. This can leads to the new knowledge, as well can stimulate students’ interest, promote their positive thinking, and promote students’ understanding of the content. For
example, when you are going to teach heat transfer, some questions can be asked before teaching. The questions may like: How many kinds of heat exchangers are there in our daily life? From the answers given by the students, contents need to be taught such as mode of heat transfer, characteristic of heat transfer and its’ factors can be introduced. This method can make the students focus on study quickly and can also arouse the enthusiasm of students to learn a new lesson thus forming a good learning atmosphere. During the teaching process, set a certain amount and a certain difficulty questions such as: Why the pot liner should be evacuated? Why the surface should be silvered? The purpose of those questions is to encourage the students to think initiatively and also mobilize the enthusiasm of the students’ thinking. It may also keep various forms of communication between thinking and learning. So that students can think synchronously with the teachers even think ahead of the teachers. This can help to cultivate the ability of solving problems independently and stimulate student interest and initiative. [3]

IV. INTRODUCE FRONTIER SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY TO PROMOTE TEACHING

In teaching process, besides teaching students to understand the traditional unit operations, we should also pay attention to the introduction of frontier science and technology as well as professional developments, so as to stimulate the curiosity of students, expanding students' knowledge. Research activities can enrich the teaching content. During the teaching process the organic combination of knowledge and frontier science and technology is an important aspect to show the teaching quality. Nowadays research results coming thick and fast, new contents and ideas should be added in the text books in time. We hold the opinion that teaching should be closely related to research, we should enrich the teaching content with new knowledge and new scientific results continuously. For example when we are going to teach absorb, we can introduce flue gas desulfurization and denitrification technology to the students briefly, this can enable the students to understand the actual power plant flue gas treatment processes and the development of frontier technologies. As teachers, we have to search a large amount of literature, understand the development of frontier science and technology and expand our knowledge. The knowledge can be enriched into the lectures, so that the organic combination of knowledge and frontier science and technology can be accomplished. Teachers can put their own scientific research into daily teaching to make the students acquire new knowledge and understand latest academic development. Teachers can put their research result into teaching content as teaching case. They can also use their published research paper as extracurricular reading materials. All these may enable the students to deepen their understanding of textbook theory and practical application of concepts. [4]

V. INCREASE DISCUSSION, STIMULATE THINKING

The teaching methods which simply use teacher and textbook as the main line cannot meet today’s needs to cultivate students’ abilities. Traditional teaching methods often make the students cramping into a passive position, which hindering the students’ initiative and the development of innovative thinking. One of the main purposes of the course reformation is to change the teacher-centered teaching model and establish a new kind of teaching model which not only unleash the leading role of teachers but also reflect the students’ understanding. Classroom discussion is a good model. The students learn and discuss a certain topic under the guidance of teachers then find questions discuss questions and finally solve the questions. It can active the classroom atmosphere, mobilize the enthusiasm of students and cultivate self-study ability.

VI. IMPROVE TEACHING EFFICIENCY AND VENUE IN THE LABORATORY CLASSROOM

Principles of Chemical Engineering involves a large number of complex chemical equipment, it has complex device structures, operating principles, and processes. How to let students acquire more knowledge in the limited time still remains a problem. We may try to teach them in the laboratory directly. For example when we are going to teach fluid transport machinery we can use the fans and pumps in the laboratory to make the students know their structures and working principles. It is much better than just simply explain their principles by the pictures in the classroom. [5]

VII. BLACKBOARD WRITING WITH MULTIMEDIA TEACHING

Multimedia teaching is vivid and intuitive. It can make up students’ difficulties which caused by the lack of practical experience. Considering that multimedia is consists of audio and video, it is also Illustrations, static and dynamic binding. There is no doubt that it can demonstrate the internal structure of the unit device, the process principle, and operation of the device vividly. Owing to that, multimedia has the ability to visualize complex structures and simplistic abstractions. It can also lay the foundation for building a link between device structures, liquidity mixed state and operational parameters in students’ brains. Through multimedia teaching, the use of flash animation and many other methods have solved the long-standing traditional problem in teaching and have improved the teaching quality. In addition we can show our own teaching features by using the flexibility and convenience of multimedia, thanks to that, the students may closely follow the class progress to understand, think and acquire the knowledge. Therefore, we can improve the teaching efficiency of short-hour courses. Media and writing on the blackboard is teaching methods which complement each other, so we can’t overuse multimedia and give up writing on the blackboard completely. Since the playback speed of PPT is too fast, so when we are going to explain some certain exercises, writing on the blackboard maybe the best choice. This method is much easier for students to understand the problem solving process step by step. [6]

VIII. ACCORDING TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MAJOR, ADD AND DELETE EXPERIMENTAL CONTENT

 Compared with the general basic experiment, the experiment in Principles of Chemical Engineering has engineering features. Every experiment is just like a unit
operation in chemical production, through these experiments can build some engineering concepts. As for the students major in science and technology, they can learn principles and testing methods more actual and effective. They can also find the link between real process and the mathematical model describing the process. So this is a very important practical course. However the experiment in Principles of Chemical Engineering covers a large area and interpenetration with various disciplines, the knowledge of various disciplines on the chemical unit operations also have different needs. Thus, we cannot use the same pattern the same content to generalize different majors. we should make a choice based on the majors. We should set experimental teaching content according to the characteristics of environmental engineering selectively and targeted. We should focus on the associated experiment and delete the experiment which has few relations. This makes chemical engineering principle experiment closer to practical teaching, so that to mobilize the enthusiasm of students, also lay foundation for professional development and innovation in the future. For example, distillation and drying unit operation experiments is almost never used in the field of environmental engineering so it is recommended to delete those two experiments in a limited amount of hours. In addition, the adsorption separation is widely used in the field of environmental protection, such as flue gas SO₂, NOₓ governance, as well as wastewater treatment and drinking water production. Therefore adsorption separation technology is a very useful technique, especially for environmental emissions and wastewater treatment. So it is necessary to create adsorption unit operations experiment in environmental engineering. [7]

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Principles of Chemical Engineering for environmental engineering must revolve the training objective tightly, the theory and experiment in this course should be reasonable adjusted. It should also combine with practical problems so as to stimulate students’ interests and thinking, and cultivate students’ engineering quality at the same time. Frontier science and technology should be introduced into actual teaching, and multimedia should be used. We will make reformation in teaching methods and teaching tools continuously to meet the community’s quality profession requirements in environmental engineering.
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